Abstract
not broadly recognized as genetic material until the early 1950s. For a long time DNA was viewed as a monotonous repetition of identical tetranucleotide units (Steudel, 1906; Levene and Simms, 1925) . The A=T and G=C rule discovered by Chargaff et al. (1949) was clear evidence that the DNA chains are not as primitive. The experiment of Avery et al. (1944) did establish the exclusive genetic role of DNA, although it took several years before this fact was independently confirmed and accepted. Interestingly, the tetranucleotide theory that denied any hereditary role for DNA continued to reverberate till at least 1963 when Salvador Dali completed his work that he called 'GALACIDALACIDEOXYRI-BUNUCLEICACID (homage to Crick and Watson) ' , where the tetranucleotides were featured.
When the first sequences of nucleic acids appeared in the literature the genetic role of the DNA and RNA sequences was already fully recognized. First short sequences, of fragments of transfer RNA, appeared in the literature in 1961. The repertoire of the fragments gradually accumulated to the extent that complete sequences of tRNA could be assembled. That was done first by American teams, closely followed by German and Russian laboratories: Ala tRNA (Holley et al., 1965) , Tyr tRNA (Madison et al., 1966) , Ser tRNA (Zachau et al., 1966) , and Val tRNA (Baev et al., 1967) . The first short sequence of DNA, the restriction site GTYRAC recognized by the endonuclease R of Hemophilus influenzae (HindII), was derived by Kelly and Smith (1970) . At about the same time the short sequence of sticky ends of the bacteriophage lambda DNA was published (Wu and Taylor, 1971) .
Translation (triplet) code
Long before the nucleotide sequences became available the question arose as to how the four-letter alphabet nucleotide sequences can encode the 20-letter alphabet protein sequences. The simple thought that at least some codons and, perhaps, all should contain three letters (Gamov, 1954) was inevitable. If this is a triplet code then what would be the explanation for the difference between the number of the amino acids and the total assortment of the triplets (20 and 64, respectively)? It suggested that many of the possible 64 triplets could be c Oxford University Press 2000 synonymous, degenerate. Gamov described two ingenious schemes where 20 unique sets of three-letter combinations of four bases could be put in correspondence with 20 amino acids-the 'diamond' code and the 'triangle' code (Gamov, 1954 (Gamov, , 1955 . Crick et al. (1957) suggested yet another possible way of selection of unique 20 triplets, the 'comma-free' code. It had an important property of turning every triplet of the sequence into a nonsense when the reading frame changes. These schemes, however, did not survive long, having been definitely dismissed after spectacular unraveling of the actual triplet code, in 1961-1966, by Nirenberg, Ochoa, Khorana and their respective teams (Khorana et al., 1966; Nirenberg et al., 1966; Speyer et al., 1963) . The key discovery and the first codon assignment that led to the avalanche of all 64 codon assignments was the observation by Nirenberg and Matthaei (1961) that in a cell-free system poly-U directs synthesis of polyphenylalanine, thus suggesting the correspondence of UUU/phe.
The code indeed turned out to be highly degenerate, as Gamov expected. On the impressive background of the complete repertoire of the triplet assignments the de facto degeneracy of the code had now to be accepted as granted, no urgent explanation needed. Interestingly, the triplet code has been deciphered without any use of natural mRNA sequences, which were not available at that time. One only did what one could, and Nirenberg and Ochoa could synthesize the artificial mRNA sequences, rather than sequence the natural ones. The synthetic approach became possible due to the discovery of RNAsynthesizing enzyme by Grunberg-Manago et al. (1956) . Only in 1969, with the advance in RNA sequencing the first comparison of a mRNA sequence with respective protein sequence also available at that time (the coat protein of bacteriophage R17) became possible, with spectacular confirmation of mRNA/protein co-linearity and of 30 of 64 codon assignments (Adams et al., 1969) .
The degeneracy problem was theoretically treated first by Schaap (1971) who suggested that apart from the translational triplet code there are, presumably, other codes, not related to the translation. Due to the degeneracy, various codes could co-exist in one and the same sequence by making suitable adjustments in the sequence allowed by the degenerate use of alternative triplets. One possible example of such overlapping has been mentioned en passant by R.Holliday in 1968: sequence-specific recombination signals in yeast, presumably located within the proteincoding sequences. Further developments on the additional codes and overlapping messages have been abandoned for a long time apparently due to the discovery of the phenomenon of gene splicing (see below). The seemingly meaningless intervening sequences that separate the protein-coding sequence sections in eukaryotes were unfortunately condemned right away to a non-functionality (Doolittle and Sapienza, 1980; Orgel and Crick, 1980) , denying the genomes any sophistication beyond their protein-coding capacity. Surely, if the cell could afford to carry such excessive 'junk', the information compression and superposition of various codes would not make sense. It is worth noting in this connection that Woese (1967) warned against the 'popular misconception that . . .a 'cracking' of the code-is all there is to the genetic code'.
Sequencing of the nucleic acids
The first DNA and RNA sequencing efforts were a painful combination of chemical, enzymatic and spectral analysis techniques applied to every single base step, in order to identify and verify it unequivocally. These early composite techniques of sequencing, thus, could not be realistically extended to the genome scale. One of the earliest universal DNA sequencing techniques which consisted of rather limited number of elementary operations was based on repair synthesis (Wu and Kaiser, 1968) . The genomic era of massive DNA sequencing started soon after, in 1975-1977 , with the introduction of two rapid 'read-the-gel' techniques. The sequencing method of Sanger (Sanger and Coulson, 1975 ) is based on template DNA synthesis interrupted in random positions at one of four letters of choice, by limited supply of the respective dNTPs. The technique of Maxam and Gilbert (1977) uses specific chemical reactions to break the end-labeled DNA molecule at one of four bases. Both techniques generate four series of single-stranded DNA fragments with common start, ending at respective four bases wherever the bases are encountered in the sequence. The comparatively large sequence fragments (up to a few hundred bases) could be literally read from the sequence of bands in the gel. Each band would thus correspond to a specific subfragment of the sequence with a specific base at the end, indicated by the location of the band in one of four lanes of the gel. Both techniques, modified and automated, are intensively used today, sequencing thousands of bases daily by one machine. Considering ongoing rapid progress in the sequencing, this should not impress the reader. The rate may quickly change. In 1978 R.Wu wrote: 'Today a DNA sequence of 200 nucleotides can be determined within a month'.
Using the 'read-the-gel' techniques virtually lengthindependent sequencing became possible, and very soon the first viral genome had been completed, that of RNA bacteriophage MS2 (3569 bases) (Fiers et al., 1976) . Several more viral genomes closely followed: bacteriophage ϕX174, single-stranded DNA of 5375 bases (Sanger et al., 1977) ; bacteriophage fd, 6408 bases (Beck et al., 1978) ; bacteriophage G4, 5577 bases (Godson et al., 1978) ; and of simian virus 40, 5256 base pairs of double-stranded DNA (Fiers et al., 1978; Reddy et al., 1978) . The sequencing of the ϕX174 genome revealed with certainty that overlapping of various messages does indeed occur. In two cases the same sequence within the genome encoded two different proteins, in different reading frames.
Sequence research
With the emergence of the sequences, they themselves became a rich source of new information by the application of various computational techniques. Similarity of related or homologous protein sequences was immediately noticed. An important connection of the variability of the sequences with their evolutionary relations was made in 1962 by Zuckerkandl and Pauling, who initiated a whole new field-molecular evolution. Sequence comparisons and establishment of their functional and taxonomic relatedness (molecular clock) soon became a major type of sequence analysis (see, for example, Nolan and Margoliash, 1968) routinely applied now to every new sequence.
The high degree of divergence of the sequences that parted long ago in evolution makes it difficult to quantitatively establish their relatedness and evaluate the time elapsed since their separation. As M.Dayhoff originally observed (1969) many amino acids are replaced in evolution not in a random way but with rather specific preferences. For example, hydrophobic residues are more frequently replaced by other hydrophobic residues. Introduction of the Dayhoff PAM (Point Accepted Mutations) matrices is considered to substantially improve the sequence comparisons. Another important seminal contribution to the problem of sequence comparisons is the work of Needleman and Wunsch on sequence alignment (1970) .
The first information-theoretical treatment of the sequences was offered by Gatlin (1972) . Starting with Shannon's definition of information, Gatlin introduced logarithmic measures of sequence divergence D 1 from equiprobability and divergence D 2 from independence between neighboring bases. This approach provided the first quantitative evidence that natural sequences are highly non-random.
Gene regulation
A general logic of the sequence organization in prokaryotes became clear after experimental studies that led to the discovery of regulatory components of lac operon of Escherichia coli and their interactions (Jacob and Monod, 1961) . The suggested regulatory scheme was later fully confirmed, also at the sequence level, and thus the theory of Jacob and Monod became a major landmark in molecular biology. One important result that emerged from this theory and from respective experimental work is the discovery of several classes of regulatory sequences (operators, promoters, terminators) which are physically separate from the protein-coding sequences. These prokaryotic regulatory sequences are the first obvious demonstration that the 'non-coding' sequences are not necessarily 'junk'. An important step in the studies on gene regulation in bacteriophages was the discovery of the timing program in the transcription-early and late mRNA syntheses (Khesin et al., 1962) . This initiated numerous works on viral strategies. The phenomenon of the transcription timing turned out later to be truly general. That is, it is typical not only for viruses, but for all prokaryotes and eukaryotes as well.
The earliest general theoretical treatment of the molecular genetic regulatory systems was carried out by Ratner (1974) . This work was largely based on ideas of Jacob and Monod. It was not known at that time that eukaryotic regulatory systems are rather different.
Gene splicing
A surprising and, more than 20 years later, still enigmatic discovery was made in 1976-1977, when several research groups almost simultaneously observed genes interrupted by inclusions that did not appear in the final processed (spliced) RNA. These are interrupted genes for eukaryotic rRNA (Glover and Hogness, 1977; Pellegrini et al., 1977; Wellauer and Dawid, 1977) , for mRNA of eukaryotic viruses (Aloni et al., 1977; Berget et al., 1977; Celma et al., 1977; Chow et al., 1977; Dunn and Hassell, 1977; Klessig, 1977) and for tRNA genes (Goodman et al., 1977) . Later a massive mRNA splicing was also found in eukaryotes in general. The prophecy of Monod that 'what was true for E.coli, would also be true for the elephant' (as referred to in Judson, 1979, p. 613 ) lost its attractive generality, since the 'elephants', as it turned out, have principally different gene structure compared to prokaryotes.
Two theories were suggested at that time that provide some explanation for the phenomenon of gene splicing. One, by Gilbert (1978) , suggests that the intervening sequences have been introduced at some moment in evolution in order to facilitate recombinational transfer of the coding sections (exons), that is, deletions and reinsertions of exons to new locations ('exon shuffling'). Another theory (Zuckerkandl, 1981) is based on the recognition of the important roles chromatin structure plays in the eukaryotic cell. It argues that the primary function of the intervening sequences is the organization of the chromatin structure of the gene, while the exons are primarily geared to the protein-coding function. These two functions would interfere and compromise each other if not spatially separated.
Conclusion
The outline above ends with the reference to the work of 1981, time-wise the last one in the list of references below. The author's intention was to describe only the very first pages of the history of molecular biology that led to bioinformatics, the intellectual and experimental landmarks in developments of all major aspects of molecular biology and genetics of those early days, relevant to modern bioinformatics. Since then this field expanded immensely, triggered by the onset of large scale sequencing in 1980-1981. A review on modern bioinformatics, in all its walks, is rather an impossible task, in fact, several reviews would be required.
A few omissions of important names and developments are, perhaps, inevitable in such reviews. If, indeed, there are some, they are unintentional.
For additional reading about early stages of this discipline the following sources are suggested: Crick (1966) ; Woese (1967) ; Davidson (1968) ; Hess (1970) ; Olby (1974) ; Wu (1978) ; Judson (1979) and Smith (1979) .
